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Juvenile Chondrocytes May Facilitate Disc Repair
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Abstract: Cell transplantation for disc regeneration is a theoretically-attractive alternative to more invasive surgical
procedures to treat discogenic pain. Several cell types have been tried in pre-clinical models for this indication, each with
relative merits and limitations. Recently, human chondrocytes from prepubertal donors have been shown to be more
synthetically active than their adult counterparts and can form scaffold-independent neocartilage in vitro. These features
may also be beneficial in the intervertebral discs’ challenging environment including high physical pressure and acidity,
and low oxygen tension. To test this, we characterized the in vivo disc regeneration potential of juvenile chondrocytes in
caudal rat discs. Human juvenile chondrocytes (JCs) were injected into fifteen rats. Fibrin glue without cells served as a
control. Tails were imaged with MRI prior to sacrifice and tail discs were processed for histology. MRI data demonstrates
that discs injected with fibrin glue alone degenerated over 12 weeks. By contrast, discs injected with JCs maintained their
morphology and MRI signal, and displayed a significantly improved MRI index at 12 weeks post-injection.
Transplantation of juvenile chondrocytes results in a significant positive outcome compared to that of fibrin glue alone
and may provide an ideal allograft for future human studies.
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INTRODUCTION
Intervertebral disc degeneration is an underlying factor
for a majority of spine-related disabilities leading to
significant patient hardship and societal expense [1]. Patients
who do not respond well to conservative therapy have few
options other than fusion, which can result in considerable
morbidity and variable outcomes [2]. While the focus of
surgical and conservative treatments is to gain symptomatic
relief, the underlying biological problem typically remains
unidentified. The notion that back pain patients will benefit
from less invasive procedures has led researchers to
investigate several approaches of biologic disc repair.
The intervertebral disc (IVD) forms a portion of the joint
between vertebral bodies and confers flexibility to the spine.
The proteoglycan-rich extracellular matrix of the nucleus
pulposus osmotically attracts water, creating a swelling
pressure that is confined and therefore sustained by the
fibrous lamellae of the annulus fibrosus. In health, spinal
compressive loads are supported by the gel-like nucleus
pulposus, while the annulus fibrosus serves as an intervertebral ligament.
As an avascular tissue, the disc has a limited ability to
regenerate itself. The cellularity of the disc is also quite low,
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with cells occupying less than 1% of the total disc volume
[3]. The cells produce the extracellular matrix and are
responsible for maintaining the balance between matrix
breakdown and synthesis. Loss of cellularity and reduced
extracellular matrix production is a central feature of degenerative disc disease, and consequently a tissue-engineering
based method to heal the nucleus may be an effective treatment approach. The introduction of cells capable of producing and maintaining normal extracellular matrix in a high
pressure, low oxygen tension, and low pH environment is
critical for successful bioengineered disc regeneration.
Several different cell types have been investigated for
intervertebral disc tissue engineering. Autologous disc cells
(nucleus pulposus and annulus fibrosus) [4-6], chondrocytes
[7, 8], or autologous chondrocyte-like cells obtained from
disc [9] have been injected into various animal models and
have demonstrated varying degrees of regenerative effects.
However, difficulties with sourcing and expanding these cell
populations have led to a search for alternative cell sources.
Mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) are an attractive cell type
given they can be isolated from bone marrow or fat and have
the potential to differentiate into a number of musculoskeletal tissues. However, once placed in the body MSC differentiation is influenced by a number of local environmental
cues including growth factors, mechanical forces, cytokines,
oxygen tension, and pH that may be beyond investigator
control. Based on our investigation of MSCs in varying
differentiated stages and their response to load [10], and
studies comparing the response to load in undifferentiated
cells and chondrocytes, we believe cells that are already
2010 Bentham Open
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differentiated toward the chondrocyte phenotype may be
more stable relative to uncontrolled site factors and thereby
respond more predictably than undifferentiated cells during
the acute healing phase in vivo. To test this hypothesis, we
injected proliferating chondrocytes harvested from juvenile
human articular cartilage (juvenile chondrocytes) into the
caudal disc space of rats using a fibrin glue carrier. Articular
chondrocytes have phenotypic similarities to nucleus pulposus cells, and have been transplanted into humans with
articular chondral defects [11]. Juvenile chondrocytes can be
expanded in vitro and can produce neocartilage under
conditions where adult articular chondrocytes cannot [12].
The rat-tail model has been used by many investigators to
study the disc’s degenerative response to injury and mechanical load [13-15], and will spontaneously degenerate after
annular needle puncture [16]. Consequently, in the current
study the ability of juvenile chondrocytes to prevent postpuncture degeneration was characterized by histology, MRI
imaging, and PCR analysis at 2, 4 and 12 weeks after
injection.
METHODS
Materials
Human juvenile chondrocytes (JCs) from a three-yearold male donor were provided by ISTO Technologies, Inc
(St. Louis, MO). Briefly, these cells were isolated from
enzymatically-digested knee cartilage within 24 hours of
accidental death [12]. The cells were filtered through a 70
micron nylon strainer then expanded in T-150 culture flasks
in Complete Serum-Free Medium to retain the chondrocyte
phenotype. Finally, the chondrocytes were washed and
resuspended to a density of 50x106 cells/mL in CryoStor
CS5 cryopreservation solution containing 5% DMSO
(BioLife Solutions, Bothell Wa), and stored in liquid
nitrogen until use.
Thirty-six inbred Fisher rats (Simonsen Laboratories,
Inc.) were used for the juvenile chondrocyte and fibrin
injections, as JCs are reported to be immuno-privileged [17].
All experiments were approved by the UCSF Institutional
Animal Care and Use Committee.
Rat Coccygeal Disc Injections
Rats were anesthetized with a mix of ketamine
(90mg/kg) and xylazine (10mg/kg) and the injection site

scrubbed with isopropyl alcohol and iodine. Buprenorphine
(0.03mg/kg) was administered perioperatively for pain.
Human juvenile chondrocytes were suspended into a fibrin
adhesive (Tisseel VH, Baxter Bioscience Corporation) at a
concentration of 107 cells/mL. An exact volume of 20µL of
each component (fibrinogen and thrombin) of the fibrin
adhesive was injected simultaneously using two separate 29
gauge needles inserted in direct opposition to one another as
visualized under fluoroscopic guidance (Fig. 1). A total
volume of 40µL was injected into each of four consecutive
discs in an inbred Fisher rat. Some of the nucleus pulposus is
displaced during this injection. Previous cell retention
experiments show 55% of injectate is retained in the disc
after injection, or 220,000 cells per disc. This cell amount is
in excess of what is normally found in a rat disc nucleus
pulposus [18]. Six rats were injected for each harvest time
point (2 weeks, 4 weeks and 12 weeks). Additionally, six
rats for each time point were injected with fibrin alone to
serve as a control. Three rats injected with JCs for the 2week time point died shortly after injection, possibly due to
pre-existing respiratory problems or poor reaction to
anesthesia. These animals were not replaced.
MRI Disc Assessment of Juvenile Chondrocyte-Injected
Rats
On the day of sacrifice, each rat was anesthetized with
inhaled isofluorane (5% isofluorane in 100% O2 to induce,
1.5-2.5% thereafter to maintain), placed supine on a
Plexiglas platform and warmed with a water-recirculated
underpad. The tail was passed into a radiofrequency coil and
the animal placed in a 1.5 Tesla magnet for MR imaging.
The top three discs of each rat were imaged (8 consecutive
1mm slices). Nucleus size and signal intensity were
measured for each disc and a grade of 1 through 5 assigned
based on these measurements. A grade of 1 corresponds to
healthy discs (large nucleus and high signal intensity) and a
grade of 5 corresponds to degenerated discs (small or absent
nucleus, very low signal intensity).
Disc Height Measurement
X-rays (Faxitron X-ray Corp.) were taken for each
animal prior to injection, immediately post-injection, and at
sacrifice. Measurements were made on x-ray films using
SPOT image capture software (Diagnostic Instruments, Inc.)
The distance between vertebrae was measured at the center

Fig. (1). X-ray image demonstrating fluoroscopic guidance used to monitor intradiscal 29 gauge needle placement during treatment (left).
One needle was used for thrombin (± chondrocytes) and the other for fibrinogen. The proximity of needle tips allows fibrin components to
mix and polymerize upon contact. Safranin-O stained mid-sagittal section of normal tail disc demonstrates discrete nucleus and lamellar
annular architecture (right).
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of each disc, and measurements were normalized to a fixedlength object imaged along side each tail. To control for
animal size variability, the change in height (relative to the
pre-operative value) was calculated.
Tissue Structure, Cell Morphology, and Cell Retention
At each time point, study discs were randomized into
either a histology group (n=2) or an RNA analysis group
(n=2). Discs for histology were fixed in 10% neutral
buffered formalin, decalcified with formic acid and
embedded with paraffin. Seven µm sagittal sections were cut
from the entire disc and five representative slides spanning
each disc were stained with Safranin-O/fast green to observe
cell phenotype and matrix architecture. RNA analysis was
used to confirm the presence of the injected cells by
identifying human-specific β2 microglubulin (β2m). Discs
were harvested at sacrifice and flash frozen. RNA extraction
of combined tissues (2 discs per rat) was performed using the
TissueRuptor (handheld rotor-stator homogenizor) and
RNeasy Fibrous Tissue Mini Kit purchased from Qiagen.
Total amounts of RNA extracted ranged from 0.98µg to
3.32µg. All reverse transcription and PCR reagents were
purchased from Invitrogen. Primers were manufactured by
Integrated DNA Technologies. DNase digestion was
performed prior to reverse transcription to eliminate
contaminating DNA. Two microliters of cDNA were used
for a 50µL PCR reaction with a primer concentration of
0.2µM. For amplification of β2m, PCR was performed as
described previously [19] with an initial denaturation for 2
min at 94ºC, followed by 35 cycles of 94ºC for 30 s, 55ºC for
30s and 72ºC for 1 min, with a final extension for 10 min at
72ºC. The primers (5’-ATA TCC ATA TCC ATA TGT CTC
GCT CCG TGG CCT TAG-3' and 5'-AAC TAG GGA TCC
TTA CAT GTC TCG ATC CCA C-3') amplify the entire
coding sequence of human β2m cDNA. PCR products were
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separated and visualized on a 1% agarose gel stained with
ethidium bromide. The β2m product size of 357bp was measured against a 100bp DNA ladder (New England BioLabs
Inc.). Samples of control rat discs mixed with a range of
10,000 to 2 million human MSCs were homogenized and
used for PCR to determine if low numbers of cells could be
detected. Cell amounts of 50,000 cells or greater were
sufficient to yield enough cDNA that was detectable by PCR
and gel electrophoresis.
Data Analysis
One-way analysis of variance was used to test for
statistically significant differences in disc height between
groups. When appropriate, a Tukey post-hoc test was used
for pairwise comparisons. The Mann-Whitney rank-sum
non-parametric test was used to analyze the MRI data and to
test whether cell treatment resulted in a statisticallysignificant improvement in disc grade.
RESULTS
Change in Disc Height
At two weeks after injection, disc heights measured for
cell-injected discs were significantly decreased compared to
that of control discs receiving fibrin alone (Fig. 2, p<0.01).
In control discs, disc heights did not change significantly at
increasing time points. However, disc height was significantly restored at four and twelve weeks compared to two
weeks in cell-injected discs (p<0.001).
MRI Signal
At four and twelve weeks, control rats presented with
more degenerated discs (grade four and five) than JCinjected rats, and the JC-injected rats had more healthy discs

Fig. (2). Disc height change relative to its pre-operative value as measured using x-ray images (means ± standard deviation). Height was
significantly restored at 4 and 12 weeks in JC-injected discs when compared to two weeks (p<0.001). Discs treated with fibrin alone showed
an initial 24.4% reduction in disc height, but this transient loss of disc height appeared to be restored, in large part, by and 12 weeks to levels
that were nearly equivalent to JC-injected discs.
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Fig. (3). Sequential T2-weighted MRI of rat caudal discs. Three adjacent discs per tail were injected with the same treatment. For reference
purposes, the exterior of the tail at the most caudal treated disc was encircled with a MR contrast filled polymer tube. The increased nuclear
signal intensity (water content) over time demonstrated a positive healing effect with JC injection. Treatment with fibrin alone resulted in a
marked reduction in signal intensity between weeks 2 and 12, discs receiving JCs showed marked restoration of signal intensity.

(grade 1) than control rats (Table 1). At four weeks, MRI
grade was significantly improved in JC-injected discs
(p<0.02). While more than half of the control discs appeared
to degenerate over twelve weeks, all but two of the 18
imaged discs injected with JCs maintained morphology, as
measured by MRI signal intensity (Fig. 3).
Table 1.

Grade

Number of Discs Per MRI Degeneration Grade Per
Treatment Group
2 weeks

4 weeks

12 weeks

Cells

Control

Cells

Control

Cells

Control

1

0

0

7

1

3

0

2

3

7

3

6

6

8

3

3

7

7

5

6

3

4

1

3

1

1

1

0

5

2

1

0

5

2

7

For each disc, the MRI grade was measured from the MRI images and assigned a value
from 1 to 5, where 1 is normal and 5 is very degenerate.

Histological Analysis
At two weeks, discs from both groups show the effects of
the injection with disrupted annular architecture and reduced
nucleus size (Fig. 4). In more than half of treated discs,
remnants of native nucleus are visible along the wound tract
and pushed outside the annulus. While inflammatory cells
were not present within the cell-injected and control discs,
some inflammatory cells were observed to be present at the
point of needle entry outside the annulus (Fig. 5).

Fig. (4). Safranin-O stained mid-sagittal histologic sections of a
representative discs (4x). Control discs demonstrate a marked
reduction in Safranin-O content in the nucleus pulposus and
associated loss of disc height (right column). Maintained SafraninO nuclear staining was observed in JC-treated discs (left column).
No evidence of inflammation was observed for any treatment group
at 12 weeks post-intervention.

At four weeks, differences in the morphological appearance of control and cell-injected discs are more apparent.
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Fig. (5). Safranin-O stained mid-sagittal histologic sections of a representative JC-treated disc at 2 weeks after injection. At low power (A;
2x) granulation tissue is apparent outside the annular wound tract. At high power (B; 10x) there is absence of any inflammatory cells at the
injection site; newly synthesized hyaline matrix is typically observed in the wound tract.

Eight out of the 12 control discs (66.7%) show remnants of
nucleus outside the annulus, and six out of the 12 discs
(50%) have disrupted annular architecture along the wound
tract. For JC-injected discs, only two out of 12 discs (16.7%)
have disrupted annular architecture along the wound tract;
the remaining discs show no evidence of the wound tract.
JC-injected discs show evidence of regaining normal round
nuclear structure (Fig. 4) while nine out of the 12 control
discs (75%) have irregular nucleus shape and disrupted inner
annular architecture as a result of loss of nuclear material.

shape. One JC-injected disc was severely degenerated but
this appeared to be due to endplate damage during the initial
injection.

At twelve weeks, six out of the 12 control discs (50%)
were severely degenerated, with complete absence of
proteoglycan staining in the nucleus and an irregular annulus
structure. The remaining six control discs presented with
reduced nucleus size and moderate proteoglycan staining. In
contrast, four of the 12 JC-injected discs (33.3%) appeared
to regain normal nucleus size, and six of 12 discs (50%)
presented with normal nucleus size but slightly irregular

Injected JCs were confirmed present at all time points by
PCR. Human β2m products were not detected in any of the
control rats and were detected in all three JC-injected rats at
two weeks, three of the six treated rats at four weeks, and
five of the six treated rats at twelve weeks (Fig. 7). The
absence of human β2m products in some JC-injected rats
could be due to low cell numbers that led to difficulty in
detection by PCR.

Discs injected with JCs demonstrated chondrocyte-like
cells proliferating at the inner annular/nuclear border (Fig.
6). These cells were not visible in the six control discs that
were not severely degenerated.
Cell Retention

Fig. (6). Safranin-O stained mid-sagittal histologic section of representative JC-treated disc harvested 12 weeks post-injection (A). Engrafted
chondrocytes are observed at the inner annulus border for JC-injected discs (B).
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Fig. (7). RT-PCR results confirming presence of human specific β2-microglobulin transcript (amplified fragment = 357 bp) in JC-injected
discs at 2, 4 and 12 weeks post-injection.

DISCUSSION
We hypothesized that synthetically-active chondrocytes
from prepubertal human donors would respond favorably in
the disc environment. We observed that in vivo transplantation of juvenile chondrocytes in a fibrin carrier results in a
positive outcome relative to fibrin alone. Since these cells
are non-immunogenic, may be expanded in vitro [12], and
respond well to in vivo disc conditions [20], they may
provide an ideal source of cells for future human disc repair
studies.
Although the disc height data suggests there is no
difference between control and cell-injected discs at 4 and 12
weeks, histology reveals that discs injected with cells have
normal-sized nucleus but a slightly flattened appearance,
explaining the slight reduction in disc height. Nucleus size
and signal intensity data from MRI for corresponding discs
also confirm this.
Histologic data illustrates further differences between
cell-injected and control discs. Discs injected with JCs
appear to have faster wound tract healing than control discs.
Fewer or no cell-injected discs display persistence of the
wound tract, nuclear remnants, and disrupted annular
architecture at time points where these features were still
present in fibrin-only discs. At four weeks post-injection,
most control discs still have nuclear material in the outer
annulus or outside the annulus, while most of the cellinjected discs lack this feature and are regaining normal
nucleus size (Fig. 5). This is supported by the significant
increase in MRI grade at four weeks for JC-injected discs. A
possible explanation for this observation may be that JCs
express bone morphogenetic proteins (BMPs) that have been
implicated in accelerating cartilage repair [21], inducing
chondrogenesis [22, 23], and stimulating proteoglycan and
collagen synthesis by nucleus pulposus cells in vitro [24].
Limitations of this study relate to challenges of the
animal model used. First, it has been well established in the
literature that the intervertebral disc presents a harsh
environment (high pressure, low oxygen and low pH) to
newly implanted cells, and this environment can become
more challenging in a degenerated disc [3, 25-27]. We used a
healthy intervertebral disc model and the response of
injected cells may differ in a degenerated disc environment.
Secondly, although the amount of fibrin (with or without
cells) injected was constant for all discs, the amount of

nucleus displaced by the injection is variable. The effects of
this variability are most evident in the 12-week histological
data. Although half of the fibrin-injected control discs show
complete degeneration, many also show signs of regeneration as determined by increased proteoglycan staining, suggesting that a smaller amount of nucleus was displaced
during the treatment injection and can thereby participate in
new matrix synthesis. It is important to note the differences
between these “spontaneously regenerated” discs and discs
injected with JCs. The presence of proliferating chondrocytes at the border of the inner annulus and nucleus in the JCinjected discs suggest a more active remodeling process
compared to discs without cell treatment. This phenomenon
has been demonstrated in vitro by others. Co-culture of
nucleus pulposus cells with either mesenchymal stem cells or
BMP-transduced articular chondrocytes resulted in increased
proliferation and proteoglycan synthesis by the NP cells [24,
28]. Additionally, Le Visage and coworkers report that
MSCs cultured in contact with annulus fibrosus cells resulted
in overall enhanced proteoglycan synthesis [29].
Richardson and coworkers report that the increase in
proteoglycan synthesis during MSC/NP co-culture is due to
NP-mediated MSC differentiation [30]. This raises questions
as to which cell types could be best suited for intervertebral
disc repair. Several researchers have demonstrated the feasibility of injecting mesenchymal stem cells, intervertebral
disc cells, or chondrocytes into the disc for repair [4-8, 31,
32], yet none have addressed which type of cell would be
most beneficial. Our findings reported here support the
notion that differentiated cells are receptive to the disc
milieu. This observation is consistent with prior studies demonstrating significant differences between undifferentiated
cells and chondrocytes in terms of their response to physical
stimuli [33]. Response to compression is more pronounced
in chondrocytes, where the level of matrix development is
more advanced [34]. Although MSCs may ultimately differentiate in the disc and ultimately secrete proteoglycan, the
quality of matrix secreted may not be sufficient for disc regeneration. For example, MSCs in three-dimensional culture
have reduced potential to form functional matrix compared
to similarly cultured chondrocytes, where chondrocytes formed matrix that had two- to three-fold higher mechanical
properties than that from MSCs [35]. Even when given
additional culture time to allow for possible differentiation,
MSC constructs never caught up to chondrocytes in terms of
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mechanical properties and proteoglycan synthesis. MSCs
grown in 3-D culture also required chondrogenic media to
remain viable.
Other conditions of the degenerated disc such as low
oxygen tension and inflammatory cytokine production may
influence cell behavior and differentiation. Inflammatory
cytokines such as IL-1β and TNF-α have been shown to
interfere with chondrogenesis, inhibit collagen and proteoglycan synthesis, reduce TGF-β-induced SMAD binding, or
decrease Sox9 expression in chondrocytes [36-38]. Low
oxygen tension can either inhibit or enhance in vitro
chondrogenesis, depending on the cell type used [39, 40]. A
combination of low oxygen tension and pressure was
reported to enhance aggrecan and collagen production by
cultured chondrocytes, but did not have the same effect on
bone marrow-derived stem cells [40]. These factors affecting
cell fate post-implantation should be taken into account in
future in vitro experiments aiming to identify an optimal cell
source for therapeutic application in the disc, and the effects
of pressure, oxygen tension, and inflammatory cytokines
should be explored in concert.
Future studies should also address cell fate in pre-clinical
models that are more representative of the future clinical
indication. Yet, the markers of painful discs are ill defined.
Recently, we have reported chemical spectra from disc
samples removed at surgery that sheds light on pain-specific
disc features [41]. Tissues from patients with painful discs
(treated with disc arthroplasty or fusion) differ significantly
from patients without disc pain (adults treated for scoliosis)
– pain patients have a clear decrease in the ratio of
proteoglycan to lactate. This observation fits well with the
theoretical view that because the disc is avascular, its cells
may easily enter anaerobic metabolism when there is an
imbalance between metabolic demands and nutritional
support. Also, elevated lactate is a known marker of active
wound healing and a stimulus of acid-sensing neurons [42].
These observations support the view that painful discs are
characterized by damage accumulation (due to repetitive
activities of daily living) superimposed on an inadequate
wound healing response [43]. Ultimately leading to
persistent inflammation [14]. If this proves true, a central
therapeutic goal of disc tissue engineering should be to
enhance wound healing, which includes increasing matrix
synthesis while decreasing inflammation.
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